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Fangoria's 101 Best Horror Movies You've Never Seen 2011-08-10

a feast of frightful flicks waiting to be rediscovered as the leading name in the world of horror fangoria

magazine has been the source of information for fans of fright flicks for more than twenty years covering

feature films video games comic books collectibles and all aspects of horror entertainment working closely

with fangoria s experts including editor in chief anthony timpone adam lukeman has compiled a must have

guide for casual horror fans and hardcore horror junkies with fangoria s 101 best horror films you ve never

seen with a brief synopsis for each of the included films lists of cast and crew terror trivia and little known

facts about these lesser known but must see gems fangoria s 101 best horror films you ve never seen

offers a feast of gruesome information featured here are flicks that were dumped by their distributors or

were initially flops like cherry falls manhunter and pumpkinhead foreign winners such as cronos the

vanishing and funny games and straight to video sleepers waiting to be discovered including

shadowbuilder jack be nimble and nomads there are even surprise entries directed by industry giants

movies like george a romero s day of the dead brian de palma s sisters or dario argento s opera that are

frequently overshadowed by the filmmakers other better known works but are worthy of further

examination entertaining and informative fangoria s 101 best horror movies you ve never seen offers more

than a hundred reasons to look beyond the often ho hum hollywood hype fests when you re really in the

mood to feel your flesh crawl

The Best Horror of the Year Volume Twelve 2020-09-15

from ellen datlow the venerable queen of horror anthologies new york times comes a new entry in the

series that has brought you stories from stephen king and neil gaiman comes thrilling stories the best

horror stories available for more than three decades ellen datlow has been at the center of horror bringing

you the most frightening and terrifying stories datlow always has her finger on the pulse of what horror

readers crave now with the eleventh volume of the series datlow is back again to bring you the stories

that will keep you up at night encompassed in the pages of the best horror of the year have been such

illustrious writers as neil gaiman kim newman stephen king linda nagata laird barron margo lanagan and

many others with each passing year science technology and the march of time shine light into the craggy

corners of the universe making the fears of an earlier generation seem quaint but this light creates its own

shadows the best horror of the year chronicles these shifting shadows it is a catalog of terror fear and

unpleasantness as articulated by today s most challenging and exciting writers

The Century's Best Horror Fiction Volume One 2011-06

presents a collection of chronologically arranged horror stories from such authors as h g wells h p

lovecraft stephen king and jack ketchum
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The Best Horror of the Year 2012

from ellen datlow the venerable queen of horror anthologies new york times comes a new entry in the

series that has brought you stories from stephen king and neil gaiman comes thrilling stories the best

horror stories available for more than four decades ellen datlow has been at the center of horror bringing

you the most frightening and terrifying stories datlow always has her finger on the pulse of what horror

readers crave now with the thirteenth volume of the series datlow is back again to bring you the stories

that will keep you up at night encompassed in the pages of the best horror of the year have been such

illustrious writers as neil gaiman stephen king stephen graham jones joyce carol oates laird barron mira

grant and many others with each passing year science technology and the march of time shine light into

the craggy corners of the universe making the fears of an earlier generation seem quaint but this light

creates its own shadows the best horror of the year chronicles these shifting shadows it is a catalog of

terror fear and unpleasantness as articulated by today s most challenging and exciting writers

The Best Horror of the Year 2021-11-16

an air force loadmaster is menaced by strange sounds within his cargo a man is asked to track down a

childhood friend who died years earlier doomed pioneers forge a path westward as a young mother

discovers her true nature an alcoholic strikes a dangerous bargain with a gregarious stranger urban

explorers delve into a ruined book depository finding more than they anticipated residents of a rural

wisconsin town defend against a legendary monster a woman wracked by survivor s guilt is haunted by

the ghosts of a tragic crash a detective strives to solve the mystery of a dismembered girl an orphan

returns to a wicked witch s candy house a group of smugglers find themselves buried to the necks in

sand an unanticipated guest brings doom to a high class party a teacher attempts to lead his students to

safety as the world comes to an end around them what frightens us what unnerves us what causes that

delicious shiver of fear to travel the lengths of our spines it seems the answer changes every year every

year the bar is raised the screw is tightened ellen datlow knows what scares us the twenty one stories

and poems included in this anthology were chosen from magazines webzines anthologies literary journals

and single author collections to represent the best horror of the year legendary editor ellen datlow poe

new tales inspired by edgar allan poe winner of multiple hugo bram stoker and world fantasy awards joins

night shade books in presenting the best horror of the year volume one

The Best Horror of the Year 2009-10-01

celebrities take refuge in a white walled mansion as plague and fever sweep into cannes a killer finds that

the living dead have no appetite for him a television presenter stumbles upon the chilling connection

between a forgotten animal act and the whitechapel murders a nude man unexpectedly appears in the

backgrounds of film after film mysterious lights menace the crew of a small plane a little girl awakens to

discover her nightlight and more missing two sisters hunt vampire dogs in the wild hills of fiji lovers get
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more than they bargained for in a decadent discotheque a college professor holds a classroom

mesmerized as he vivisects poe s the masque of the red death what frightens us what unnerves us what

causes that delicious shiver of fear to travel the lengths of our spines it seems the answer changes every

year every year the bar is raised the screw is tightened ellen datlow knows what scares us the seventeen

stories included in this anthology were chosen from magazines webzines anthologies literary journals and

single author collections to represent the best horror of the year legendary editor ellen datlow poe new

tales inspired by edgar allan poe winner of multiple hugo bram stoker and world fantasy awards joins

night shade books in presenting the best horror of the year volume two

The Best Horror of the Year 2010-03-01

for over three decades ellen datlow has been at the center of horror bringing you the most frightening and

terrifying stories datlow always has her finger on the pulse of what horror readers crave now with the

eighth volume of the series datlow is back again to bring you the stories that will keep you up at night

encompassed in the pages of the best horror of the year have been such illustrious writers as neil gaiman

kim stanley robinson stephen king linda nagata laird barron margo lanagan and many others with each

passing year science technology and the march of time shine light into the craggy corners of the universe

making the fears of an earlier generation seem quaint but this light creates its own shadows the best

horror of the year chronicles these shifting shadows it is a catalog of terror fear and unpleasantness as

articulated by today s most challenging and exciting writers

Best Horror of the Year 2016-06-07

this statement was true when h p lovecraft first wrote it at the beginning of the twentieth century and it

remains true at the beginning of the twenty first century the only thing that has changed is what is

unknown with each passing year science technology and the march of time shine light into the craggy

corners of the universe making the fears of an earlier generation seem quaint but this light creates its own

shadows the best horror of the year edited by ellen datlow chronicles these shifting shadows it is a

catalog of terror fear and unpleasantness as articulated by today s most challenging and exciting writers

the best horror writers of today do the same thing that horror writers of a hundred years ago did they tell

good stories stories that scare us and when these writers tell really good stories that really scare us ellen

datlow notices she s been noticing for more than a quarter century for twenty one years she coedited the

year s best fantasy and horror and for the last six years she s edited this series in addition to this

monumental cataloging of the best she has edited hundreds of other horror anthologies and won

numerous awards including the hugo bram stoker and world fantasy awards more than any other editor or

critic ellen datlow has charted the shadowy abyss of horror fiction join
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The Best Horror of the Year 2014-05-20

a group of mountain climbers caught in the dark fights to survive their descent an american band finds

more than they bargained for in mexico while scouting remote locations for a photo shoot a young student

s exploration into the origins of a mysterious song leads him on a winding dangerous path through the us

s deep south a group of kids scaring each other with ghost stories discovers alarming consequences the

best horror of the year showcases the previous year s best offerings in horror short fiction this edition

includes award winning and critically acclaimed authors mark morris kaaron warren john langan carole

johnstone brian hodge and others for more than three decades award winning editor and anthologist ellen

datlow has had her finger on the pulse of the latest and most terrifying in horror writing night shade books

is proud to present the tenth volume in this annual series a new collection of stories to keep you up at

night table of contents introduction summation 2017 ellen datlow better you believe carole johnstone liquid

air inna effress holiday romance mark morris furtherest kaaron warren where s the harm rebecca lloyd

whatever comes after calcutta david erik nelson a human stain kelly robson the stories we tell about

ghosts a c wise endoskeletal sarah read west of matamoros north of hell brian hodge alligator point s p

miskowski dark warm heart rich larson there and back again carmen maria machado shepherd s business

stephen gallagher you can stay all day mira grant harvest song gathering song a c wise the granfalloon

orrin grey fail safe philip fracassi the starry crown marc e fitch eqalussuaq tim major lost in the dark john

langan honorable mentions about the authors acknowledgment of copyright about the editor

The Best Horror Stories 1977

one of publishers weekly s most anticipated books of fall 2018 a group of mountain climbers caught in the

dark fight to survive their descent in the british countryside hundreds of magpies ascend into the sky

higher and higher until they seem to vanish into the heavens a professor and his student track a zombie

horde in order to research zombie behavior an all girl riding school has sinister secrets a town rails in vain

against a curse inflicted upon it by its founders for more than three decades editor and anthologist ellen

datlow winner of multiple hugo bram stoker and world fantasy awards has had her finger on the pulse of

the horror genre introducing readers to writers whose tales can unnerve frighten and terrify this

anniversary volume which collects the best stories from the first ten years of her annual the best horror of

the year anthology series includes fiction from award winning and critically acclaimed authors neil gaiman

livia llewellyn laird barron gemma files stephen graham jones and many more table of contents

introduction ellen datlow lowland sea suzy mckee charnas wingless beasts lucy taylor the nimble men

glen hirshberg little america dan chaon black and white sky tanith lee the monster makers steve rasnic

tem chapter six stephen graham jones in a cavern in a canyon laird barron allochthon livia llewellyn

shepherds business stephen gallagher down to a sunless sea neil gaiman the man from the peak adam

golaski in paris in the mouth of kronos john langan the moraine simon bestwick at the riding school cody

goodfellow cargo e michael lewis tender as teeth stephanie crawford duane swierczynski wild acre nathan

ballingrud the callers ramsey campbell this stagnant breath of change brian hodge grave goods gemma
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files the ballad of ballard and sandrine peter straub majorlena jane jakeman the days of our lives adam l g

nevill you can stay all day mira grant no matter which way we turned brian evenson nesters siobhan

carroll better you believe carole johnstone about the authors acknowledgment of copyright about the editor

Best Horror of the Year 2018-06-05

for more than three decades ellen datlow has been at the center of horror bringing you the most

frightening and terrifying stories datlow always has her finger on the pulse of what horror readers crave

now with the eleventh volume of the series datlow is back again to bring you the stories that will keep you

up at night encompassed in the pages of the best horror of the year have been such illustrious writers as

neil gaiman kim stanley robinson stephen king linda nagata laird barron margo lanagan and many others

with each passing year science technology and the march of time shine light into the craggy corners of

the universe making the fears of an earlier generation seem quaint but this light creates its own shadows

the best horror of the year chronicles these shifting shadows it is a catalog of terror fear and

unpleasantness as articulated by today s most challenging and exciting writers

The Best of the Best Horror of the Year 2018-10-02

from ellen datlow the venerable queen of horror anthologies per the new york times comes a new entry in

the series that has brought you thrilling stories from stephen king and neil gaiman the best horror stories

available for more than four decades ellen datlow has been at the center of horror bringing you the most

frightening and terrifying stories datlow always has her finger on the pulse of what horror readers crave

now with the fourteenth volume of the series datlow is back again to bring you the stories that will keep

you up at night encompassed in the pages of the best horror of the year have been such illustrious writers

as neil gaiman stephen king stephen graham jones joyce carol oates laird barron mira grant and many

others with each passing year science technology and the march of time shine light into the craggy

corners of the universe making the fears of an earlier generation seem quaint but this light creates its own

shadows the best horror of the year chronicles these shifting shadows it is a catalog of terror fear and

unpleasantness as articulated by today s most challenging and exciting writers

The Best Horror of the Year 2019-09-03

from ellen datlow the venerable queen of horror anthologies new york times comes a new entry in the

series that has brought you stories from stephen king and neil gaiman comes thrilling stories the best

horror stories available for more than four decades ellen datlow has been at the center of horror bringing

you the most frightening and terrifying stories datlow always has her finger on the pulse of what horror

readers crave now with the thirteenth volume of the series datlow is back again to bring you the stories

that will keep you up at night encompassed in the pages of the best horror of the year have been such

illustrious writers as neil gaiman stephen king stephen graham jones joyce carol oates laird barron mira

grant and many others with each passing year science technology and the march of time shine light into
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the craggy corners of the universe making the fears of an earlier generation seem quaint but this light

creates its own shadows the best horror of the year chronicles these shifting shadows it is a catalog of

terror fear and unpleasantness as articulated by today s most challenging and exciting writers

The Best Horror of the Year, Volume Fourteen 2022-11-15

a doctor makes a late night emergency call to an exclusive california riding school a professor inherits a

mysterious vase and a strange little man a struggling youth discovers canine horrors lurking beneath the

streets of albany a sheriff ruthlessly deals with monstrosities plaguing his rural town a pair of animal

researchers makes a frightening discovery at a remote site a sweet little girl entertains herself by torturing

faeries a group of horror aficionados attempts to track down an unfinished film by a reclusive cult director

a man spends a chill night standing watch over his uncle s body a girl looks to understand her place in a

world in which zombies have overrun the earth a murderous pack of nuns stalks a pair of halloween

revelers what frightens us what unnerves us what causes that delicious shiver of fear to travel the lengths

of our spines it seems the answer changes every year every year the bar is raised the screw is tightened

ellen datlow knows what scares us the seventeen stories included in this anthology were chosen from

magazines webzines anthologies literary journals and single author collections to represent the best horror

of the year legendary editor ellen datlow lovecraft unbound tails of wonder and imagination winner of

multiple hugo bram stoker and world fantasy awards joins night shade books in presenting the best horror

of the year volume three skyhorse publishing under our night shade and talos imprints is proud to publish

a broad range of titles for readers interested in science fiction space opera time travel hard sf alien

invasion near future dystopia fantasy grimdark sword and sorcery contemporary urban fantasy steampunk

alternative history and horror zombies vampires and the occult and supernatural and much more while not

every title we publish becomes a new york times bestseller a national bestseller or a hugo or nebula

award winner we are committed to publishing quality books from a diverse group of authors

The Best Horror of the Year Volume Thirteen 2021-11-16

a sin eater plies the tools of her dangerous trade a jealous husband takes his rival on a hunting trip a

student torments one of his teachers a cheap grafter is selling artifacts form hell something is haunting the

departure lounge of an airport the best horror of the year showcases the previous year s best offerings in

short fiction horror this edition includes award winning and critically acclaimed authors laird barron caitlín r

kiernan nathan ballingrud genevieve valentine and more for over three decades award winning editor and

anthologist ellen datlow has had her finger on the pulse of the latest and most terrifying in horror writing

night shade books is proud to present the seventh volume in this annual series a new collection of stories

to keep you up at night skyhorse publishing under our night shade and talos imprints is proud to publish a

broad range of titles for readers interested in science fiction space opera time travel hard sf alien invasion

near future dystopia fantasy grimdark sword and sorcery contemporary urban fantasy steampunk

alternative history and horror zombies vampires and the occult and supernatural and much more while not
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every title we publish becomes a new york times bestseller a national bestseller or a hugo or nebula

award winner we are committed to publishing quality books from a diverse group of authors

Horror 1988

a group of mountain climbers caught in the dark fights to survive their descent an american band finds

more than they bargained for in mexico while scouting remote locations for a photo shoot a young student

s exploration into the origins of a mysterious song leads him on a winding dangerous path through the us

s deep south a group of kids scaring each other with ghost stories discovers alarming consequences the

best horror of the year showcases the previous year s best offerings in horror short fiction this edition

includes award winning and critically acclaimed authors mark morris kaaron warren john langan carole

johnstone brian hodge and others for more than three decades award winning editor and anthologist ellen

datlow has had her finger on the pulse of the latest and most terrifying in horror writing night shade books

is proud to present the tenth volume in this annual series a new collection of stories to keep you up at

night table of contents introduction summation 2017 ellen datlow better you believe carole johnstone liquid

air inna effress holiday romance mark morris furtherest kaaron warren where s the harm rebecca lloyd

whatever comes after calcutta david erik nelson a human stain kelly robson the stories we tell about

ghosts a c wise endosketal sarah read west of matamoros north of hell brian hodge alligator point s p

miskowski dark warm heart rich larson there and back again carmen maria machado shepherd s business

stephen gallagher you can stay all day mira grant harvest song gathering song a c wise the granfalloon

orrin grey fail safe philip fracassi the starry crown marc e fitch eqalussuaq tim major lost in the dark john

langan honorable mentions about the authors acknowledgment of copyright about the editor

The Best Horror of the Year Volume 3 2011-06-01

a town is held hostage by an unholy bargain made by some of the inhabitants a party game on halloween

brings back memories better left forgotten one misstep changes the balance of survival during the

apocalypse a group of seemingly typical travelers are stranded in an airport a widower s holiday in a

seaside town becomes a nightmare the best horror of the year showcases the previous year s best

offerings in short fiction horror this edition includes award winning and critically acclaimed authors neil

gaiman kelley armstrong stephen graham jones carmen maria machado and more for more than three

decades award winning editor and anthologist ellen datlow has had her finger on the pulse of the latest

and most terrifying in horror writing night shade books is proud to present the eighth volume in this annual

series a new collection of stories to keep you up at night table of contents summation 2015 ellen datlow

we are all monsters here kelley armstrong universal horror stephen graham jones slaughtered lamb tom

johnstone in a cavern in a canyon laird barron between the pilings steve rasnic tem snow dale bailey

indian giver ray cluley my boy builds coffins gary mcmahon the woman in the hill tamsyn muir

underground economy john langan the rooms are high reggie oliver all the day you ll have good luck kate

jonez lord of the sand stephen bacon wilderness letitia trent fabulous beasts priya sharma descent
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carmen maria machado hippocampus adam nevill black dog neil gaiman the 21st century shadow

stephanie m wytovich this stagnant breath of change brian hodge honorable mentions

The Best Horror of the Year Volume Seven 2015-08-18

darkness both literal and psychological holds its own unique fascination despite our fears or perhaps

because of them readers have always been drawn to tales of death terror madness and the supernatural

and no more so than today when a wildly imaginative new generation of dark dreamers is carrying on in

the tradition of poe and lovecraft and king crafting exquisitely disturbing literary nightmares that gaze

without flinching into the abyss and linger in the mind long after multiple award winning editor ellen datlow

knows the darkest corners of fiction and poetry better than most once again she has braved the haunted

landscape of modern horror to seek out the most chilling new works by both legendary masters of the

genre and fresh young talents here are twisted hungers and obsessions human and otherwise along with

an unsettling variety of spine tingling fears and fantasies the cutting edge of horror has never cut deeper

than in this comprehensive showcase of the very best the field has to offer enter at your own risk

skyhorse publishing under our night shade and talos imprints is proud to publish a broad range of titles for

readers interested in science fiction space opera time travel hard sf alien invasion near future dystopia

fantasy grimdark sword and sorcery contemporary urban fantasy steampunk alternative history and horror

zombies vampires and the occult and supernatural and much more while not every title we publish

becomes a new york times bestseller a national bestseller or a hugo or nebula award winner we are

committed to publishing quality books from a diverse group of authors

The Best Horror of the Year Volume Ten 2018-06-12

the best horror short stories from the last half of the 19th century are combined for the first time by

andrew barger award winning author and editor of 6a66le best horror short stories 1800 1849 andrew has

meticulously researched the finest victorian horror short stories and combined them into one undeniable

collection he has added his familiar scholarly touch by annotating the stories providing story background

information author photos and a list of horror stories considered historic horror the best horror short

stories from the last half of the 19th century include nightmare tales by bram stoker arthur conan doyle

joseph le fanu w c morrow h g wells arthur machen charlotte perkins gilman and other early founders of

the horror tale a terror tour guide 2016 by andrew barger a leading voice in the gothic literature space

andrew sets the stage for this anthology of nightmares the pioneers of pike s peak 1897 by basil tozer

hoards of giant spiders on a colorado mountain what could go wrong lot no 249 1892 by sir arthur conan

doyle perhaps the premier mummy horror story ever recorded from the master that is sir arthur conan

doyle is measured out to its climatic ending the yellow wallpaper 1892 by charlotte perkins gilman explore

the depths of insanity green tea 1871 by joseph le fanu one of the most haunting horror stories by the

irish master what was it 1859 by fitz james o brien sometimes the worst horror is one you can t see

pollock and the porroh man 1897 by h g wells wells takes us deep into the jungle and its wrought
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supernatural horror the spider of guyana 1857 by erckmann chatrian the first giant spider horror story is

one of its best the squaw 1893 by bram stoker the author of dracula never disappoints the great god pan

1894 by arthur machen mythic horror that gained much praise from h p lovecraft his unconquerable

enemy 1889 by w c morrow a fiendish tale of torture sees morrow at his best horror short stories

considered andrew concludes the horror anthology by listing every horror short story he read to pick the

very best read the premier horror anthology for the last half of the nineteenth century tonight but it now

struck me for the first time that there must be one great and ruling embodiment of fear a king of terrors to

which all others must succumb 1859 what was it fitz james o brien

The Best Horror of the Year Volume Eight 2016-06-07

world s greatest horror stories collection of 42 best horror novels of all time this combo collection set of 42

books includes all time bestseller books this anthology contains at the mountains of madness h p lovecraft

s best classic horror thrillers by h p lovecraft the devil s pool george sand s best classic horror thrillers by

george sand a christmas carol in prose being a ghost story of christmas charles dickens s best classic

horror thrillers by charles dickens the king in yellow robert w chambers s best classic horror thrillers by

robert w chambers frankenstein or the modern prometheus mary w shelley s best classic horror thrillers

by mary w shelley the boats of the glen carrig william hope hodgson s best classic horror thrillers by

william hope hodgson the vampyre a tale john william polidori s best classic horror thrillers by john william

polidori the best psychic stories joseph lewis french s best classic horror thrillers by joseph lewis french

the devil doctor sax rohmer s best classic horror thrillers by sax rohmer the turn of the screw henry james

s best classic horror thrillers by henry james green tea fantasy horror short stories ghost classics literature

by joseph sheridan le fanu the best ghost stories arthur b reeve and joseph lewis french s best classic

horror thrillers by arthur b reeve and joseph lewis french dracula s guest bram stoker s best classic horror

thrillers by bram stoker the mystery of the sea bram stoker s best classic horror thrillers by bram stoker

three ghost stories charles dickens s best classic horror thrillers by charles dickens tales of terror and

mystery arthur conan doyle s best classic horror thrillers by arthur conan doyle the christmas eve a ghost

story charles dickens s best classic horror thrillers by charles dickens indian ghost stories s mukerji s best

classic horror thrillers by s mukerji the parasite arthur conan doyle s best classic horror thrillers by arthur

conan doyle ghosts a domestic tragedy in three acts henrik ibsen s best classic horror thrillers by henrik

ibsen the history of the devil as well ancient as modern in two parts daniel defoe s best classic horror

thrillers by daniel defoe the haunters the haunted ernest rhys s best classic horror thrillers by ernest rhys

the shadow over innsmouth h p lovecraft s best classic horror thrillers by h p lovecraft the mysteries of

udolpho ann radcliffe s best classic horror thrillers by ann radcliffe the house of the seven gables

illustrated nathaniel hawthorne s best classic horror thrillers by nathaniel hawthorne dracula bram stoker s

best classic horror thrillers by bram stoker humorous ghost stories dorothy scarborough s best classic

humorous horror thrillers by dorothy scarborough present at a hanging and other ghost stories ambrose

bierce s best classic horror thrillers by ambrose bierce the monkey s paw w w jacobs s best classic horror

thrillers by w w jacobs the devil in iron robert e howard s best classic horror thrillers by robert e howard
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the monk a romance m g lewis s best classic horror thrillers best classic horror novels of all time by m g

lewis the dunwich horror h p lovecraft s best classic horror thrillers best classic horror novels of all time by

h p lovecraft great ghost stories joseph lewis french s best classic horror thrillers by joseph lewis french

can such things be ambrose bierce s best classic horror thrillers by ambrose bierce the phantom rickshaw

and other ghost stories rudyard kipling s best classic horror thrillers by rudyard kipling demonology and

devil lore moncure daniel conway s best classic horror thrillers by moncure daniel conway carmilla joseph

sheridan le fanu s best classic horror thrillers by joseph sheridan le fanu the phantom of the opera gaston

leroux s best classic horror thrillers by gaston leroux the legend of sleepy hollow washington irving s best

classic horror thrillers by washington irving the great god pan arthur machen s best classic horror thrillers

best classic horror novels of all time by arthur machen supernatural horror in literature h p lovecraft s best

classic horror thrillers by h p lovecraft the lifted veil george eliot s best classic horror thrillers by george

eliot

The Best Horror of the Year Volume Five 2013-09-03

from ellen datlow the venerable queen of horror anthologies new york times comes a new entry in the

series that has brought you stories from stephen king and neil gaiman comes 25thrilling stories the best

horror stories available for more than three decades ellen datlow has been at the center of horror bringing

you the most frightening and terrifying stories datlow always has her finger on the pulse of what horror

readers crave now with the eleventh volume of the series datlow is back again to bring you the stories

that will keep you up at night encompassed in the pages of the best horror of the year have been such

illustrious writers as neil gaiman kim newman stephen king linda nagata laird barron margo lanagan and

many others now come the best of the last year i remember nothing anne billson monkeys on the beach

ralph robert moore painted wolves ray cluley shit happens michael marshall smith you know how the story

goes thomas olde heuvelt back along the old track sam hicks masks peter sutton the donner party dale

bailey milkteeth kristi demeester haak john langan thin cold hands gemma files a tiny mirror by eloise c c

shepherd i love you mary grace amelia mangan the jaws of ouroboros steve toase a brief moment of rage

bill davidson golden sun kristi demeester richard thomas damien angelica walters and michael wehunt

white mare thana niveau girls without their faces on laird barron thumbsucker robert shearman you are

released joe hill red rain adam troy castro split chain stitch steve toase no exit orrin grey haunt siobhan

carroll sleep carly holmes with each passing year science technology and the march of time shine light

into the craggy corners of the universe making the fears of an earlier generation seem quaint but this light

creates its own shadows the best horror of the year chronicles these shifting shadows it is a catalog of

terror fear and unpleasantness as articulated by today s most challenging and exciting writers

Best Horror Short Stories 1850-1899 2017-06-29

an elderly man aggressively defends his private domain against all comers including his daughter a

policeman investigates an impossible horror show of a crime a father witnesses one of the worst things a
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parent can imagine the abuse of one child fuels another s yearning an iraqi war veteran seeks a fellow

soldier in his hometown but finds more than she bargains for the best horror of the year showcases the

previous year s best offerings in short fiction horror this edition includes award winning and critically

acclaimed authors adam l g nevill livia llewellyn peter straub gemma files brian hodge and more for more

than three decades award winning editor and anthologist ellen datlow has had her finger on the pulse of

the latest and most terrifying in horror writing night shade books is proud to present the ninth volume in

this annual series a new collection of stories to keep you up at night table of contents summation 2016

ellen datlow nesters siobhan carroll the oestridae robert levy the process is a process all its own peter

straub the bad hour christopher golden red rabbit steve rasnic tem it s all the same road in the end brian

hodge fury db waters grave goods gemma files between dry ribs gregory norman bossert the days of our

lives adam lg nevill house of wonders c e ward the numbers christopher burns bright crown of joy livia

llewellyn the beautiful thing we will become kristi demeester wish you were here nadia bulkin ragman

rebecca lloyd what s out there gary mcmahon no matter which way we turned brian evenson the

castellmarch man ray cluley the ice beneath us steve duffy on these blackened shores of time brian

hodge honorable mentions

World's Greatest Horror Stories: Collection of 42 Best Horror Novels

of All Time 2019-09-03

a terrifying collection of horror stories features the work of such masters as jack dann ramsey campbell f

paul wilson and karl edward wagner

The Best Horror of the Year Volume Eleven 2017-07-11

the stories that comprise this collection will surprise the reader even after numerous readings they reflect

innermost fears and head for spaces where reality is blurred by imagination where insanity and madness

are shrouded in mystery and where humanity is haunted by repressed passion and obsession

The Best Horror of the Year Volume Nine 1990-10-01

bringing together the finest names in comic book horror this volume features nearly 50 comics that caused

a furor in the us and sparked legislation to crack down on explicit horror from the 1940s to the 21st

century includes names like steve niles pete von sholly michael kaluta mike ploog rudy palais rand holmes

vincent locke frank brunner and many more reproduced in black and white for this brand new collection

The Year's Best Horror Stories 1994

horror another 100 best books features one hundred of the top names in the horror field discussing one

hundred of the most spine chilling novels ever written each entry includes a synopsis of the work as well

as publication history biographical information about the author of each title and recommended reading
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and biographical notes on the contributor author ramsey campbell also offers a new foreword to the book

describing the evolution of horror over the past two decades from the way it s written by a crop of new

and exciting writers to the way it s received by a new market of readers horror another 100 best books

will be the definitive guide to the tremendous library of horror fiction available today a reference that no

fan can live without

Fangoria's Best Horror Films 1982

the definitive horror movie guide for fans of killer animals and revenge of nature films when animals attack

the 70 best horror movies with killer animals provides a fascinating and entertaining insight into the

cinematographic world of animals on the rampage from well known predators such as sharks and lions to

unusual killing machines like turkeys elephants frogs cats and rabbits there is no shortage of the species

on display in this book leading horror writers and filmmakers present their favorite animals attack films

through in depth essays some of the films are touching some are repulsive and some are just plain silly

not all of these horror movies line up with the critical consensus yet they have one thing in common they

have made the heart of the writer beat faster with excitement

The Year's Best Horror Stories 1975-07-15

presents a collection of chronologically arranged horror stories from such authors as h g wells h p

lovecraft stephen king and jack ketchum

The Year's Best Horror 03 2002-09-01

evil is state of mind alan tommy rick donald and bernard were inseparable best friends living in the small

coastal massachusetts town of potter s cove a circle of five their world was simple and happy until the day

tommy was struck by a car and killed nothing was ever the same they were never the same years later as

the four survivors all unhappy unsuccessful and marking time approach their fortieth birthdays bernard

suddenly commits suicide within weeks of bernard s death one by one the mutilated bodies of murder

victims are found in town and as the three remaining friends attempt to solve the riddle of bernard s

suicide they come to realize that he may not have been who or what they thought he was his entire life

may have been a lie and rather than the sad lonely and harmless person they believed him to be he very

well may have been a savage ritual killer a bleeder of young women who conjured evil to fulfill his own

demented dreams to find the truth not only about bernard but themselves they must delve into the

darkness and those who inhabit it a darkness that cradles an unspeakable evil so terrifying it could forever

trap them in the shadows of the damned and shatter the very concept of their existence greg f gifune s

the bleeding season originally published in 2003 has been hailed as a classic in the horror genre and is

considered to be one of the best horror thriller novels of the decade
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The 13 Best Horror Stories of All Time 2008-03-25

for twenty years the mammoth book of best new horror has been recognized as the world s foremost

annual showcase of horror and dark fantasy fiction now with one story from each year in which it has

been published from 1989 to 2008 representing the work of dozens of authors many of them

acknowledged as the foremost practitioners of the genre multi award winning editor stephen jones looks

back on two decades of superb writing to bring readers the ultimate horror fiction anthology with names

such as ramsey campbell christopher fowler neil gaiman michael marshall smith paul j mcauley and lisa

tuttle this collection represents a true landmark in horror fiction publishing praise for stephen jones horror

s last maverick christopher fowler stephen jones has a better sense of the genre than almost anyone in

this country lisa tuttle the times books the best horror anthologist in the business is of course stephen

jones roz kavaney time out edited by stephen jones a member of that tiny band of anthologists whose

work is so reliably good that you automatically reach out and grab hold of any new volume spotted if you

are wise gahan wilson realms of fantasy one of the genre s most enthusiastic cheerleaders publishers

weekly horror readers owe stephen jones a lot rue morgue edited by the prolific and reliable stephen

jones sfx magazine jones performs his usual exemplary job starlog uk a new horror anthology from

stephen jones is always an event dennis etchison

The Mammoth Book of Best Horror Comics 1985

The Year's Best Horror Stories 2005-09-21

Horror: Another 100 Best Books 2016-11-24

When Animals Attack 2011-06

The Century's Best Horror Fiction 1972

Best Horror Stories. 3- 1972- 2018-06-21

The Bleeding Season 2010-03-25

The Mammoth Book of the Best of Best New Horror 1975
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The Year's Best Horror Stories 1983

The Year's Best Horror Stories
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